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world these individuals are typical an analysis of the two types of food reveals the reason
Fig 72 in striking contrast with the beautiful faces of the primitive maori those born since the adoption of
deficient modernized foods are grossly deformed note the marked underdevelopment of the facial bones one
of the results being narrowing of the dental arches with crowding of the teeth and an underdevelopment of
the air passages we have wrongly assigned these distorted forms to mixture of racial bloods
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The reputation of the maori people for splendid physiques has placed them on a pedestal of perfection much of this has been lost in modernization however through
the assistance of the government i was able to see many excellent physical specimens in fig 69 will be seen four typical maori who retained much of the tribal
excellence note their fine dental arches a young maori man who stands about six feet four inches and weighs 230 pounds was examined the maori men have great
physical endurance and good minds many fine lawyers and government executives are maori the breakdown of these people comes when they depart from their native
foods to the foods of modern civilization foods consisting largely of white flour sweetened goods syrup and canned goods the effect is similar to that experienced by
other races after using foods of modern civilization typical illustrations of tooth decay are shown in fig 70 in some individuals still in their teens half of the teeth were
decayed the tooth decay among the whites of new zealand and australia was severe this is illustrated in fig 71 particularly striking is the similarity between the
deformities of the dental arches which occur in the maori people who were born after their parents adopted the modern foods and those of the whites this is well
illustrated in fig 72 for maori boys in my studies among other modernized primitive racial stocks there was a very high incidence of facial deformity which approached
one hundred per cent among individuals in tuberculosis sanatoria this condition obtained also in new zealand
Fig 69 since the discovery of new zealand the primitive natives the mann have had the reputation of having the finest teeth and finest bodies of any race in the world
these faces are typical only about one tooth per thousand teeth had been attacked by tooth decay before they came under the influence of the white man
Fig 70 with the advent of the white man in new zealand tooth decay has become rampant the suffering from dental caries and abscessed teeth is very great in the
most modernized maori the boy at the lower left has a deep scar in his upper lip from an accident
Fig 71 whereas the original primitive maori had reportedly the finest teeth in the world the whites now in new zealand are claimed to have the poorest teeth in the
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